Abstract-Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) require robustness against channel induced errors while retransmission based schemes prove too costly for energy constrained sensor nodes. Channel coding with low rates can ensure increased reliability, and it can eliminate the need for costly retransmissions. However, low channel coding rates on an end-to-end basis (between a source sensor and a destination base-station) requires a large number of transmissions of redundant data. In this paper, we propose an Optimal Progressive Error Recovery Algorithm (OPERA) over WSNs. Under OPERA, individual intermediate sensors, which are relaying data toward the base station, partially and optimally channel-decode the incoming packets while employing a progressive decrease in parity bits as data reaches the final destination. OPERA requires significantly lesser processing than would be required for complete decoding or full decoding/encoding at the sensor nodes; and OPERA significantly reduces the total number of transmissions when compared to optimal end-to-end channel coding schemes. We use iteratively decodeable LDPC codes for this purpose. OPERA not only provides a partial processing framework, but also an algorithm to optimally map the decoding iterations over the multi hop network. We provide a comparison between our iteration assignment scheme and random iteration assignment, and show that our scheme performs considerably better. Finally, while being naturally motivated by the sensor reachback problem, we further develop a fairness-based OPERA scheme for the allocation of channel-decoding LDPC iterations to sensor nodes taking into consideration the life-expectancy of each sensor.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a multi-hop Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), reliable delivery of information to the base station is of prime importance for many applications. This motivated many researchers to explore a variety of channel coding schemes over sensor networks (see for example [17] This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation Award CCF-0515253, NSF Award CNS-0430436, MEDC Grant GR-296, and unrestricted gift from Microsoft Research.
[18] [19] ). Information quality deteriorates due to errors introduced by the channel as it reaches the final destination. Addition of parity bits to the packet can provide robustness against end-to-end channel induced errors. The cost associated though is the excess transmit (and receive) power for transmitting ( [21] such that sensor nodes with lesser energy resources spend lesser computational and transmit energy than those that are resource rich.
Systems with Forward Error Correction (FEC) can provide objective reliability with lesser transmission power than those without FEC [18] . Due (1) where PA is the ambient noise power, and Pint is the interference power of any concurrent transmissions elsewhere in the network. Sources of ambient noise may include other devices operating in the same frequency band or other networks co-located with the WSN. Let {nt; t C T} be the subset of nodes simultaneously transmitting over a certain subchannel, with transmit power Pt for each node. Then the SINR at node nj for a transmission from node ni, i c T can be calculated as in [9] :
where d(ni, nj) is the separation between ni and nj, and a > 2. If Q(a) = f A7°°e(-/2)du, then the channel error probability as described in [8] is:
B. Iteration Assignment The source node no generates k message bits which are encoded using a rate R code. The resulting codeword is transmitted over the first link with error probability El. Node ni performs 11 LDPC decoding iterations and the bit error rate in the resulting packet is a function of El and 11: 61 = f(cl,11) (4) After partial processing at the second node, the error rate in the resultant packet is: 62 f(62, 12) * El (5) where 61 * 62 = 62 (I E-l6) + E(1 ( -62). For the cascade line network, we define the total number of decoding iterations F(l) in the entire network as:
where ij is the number of decoding iterations at node nj.
For N hops in cascade, the overall distortion measure D can be expressed as:
For F(l) < F(l)budget, a simplistic approach can be to randomly assign iterations to the network remaining in budget constraints. That may not necessarily be an optimal assignment in terms of throughput at the final destination. Thus, within the budget constraints, we intend to find an iteration assignment vector 1 in such a way that the net throughput is maximized at the destination node. Conversely, D(F) is minimized. We refer the tuple
The problem can be seen as a budget constrained allocation problem, such that D is minimized subject to constraint Fl < F(l)budget-From the constraint highlighted above, our problem becomes similar to minimizing a distortion measure given a budget constraint under a rate distortion framework. Therefore, an algorithm providing NTM operating point with minimum distortion D while remaining within budget constraint is much sought after.
C. Sensor Reachback
Though the iteration assignment maybe optimal in throughput sense, it may introduce higher complexity at few nodes than other when we consider a network with multiple flows across sets of nodes that may not necessarily be disjoint. Especially, we do not intend to aggravate the reachback problem [4] . Therefore, its highly desirable that any proposed throughput enhancement and reliability framework is fair to the individual nodes. [10] for iterative decoding of the code which has advantages in terms of implementation, computational complexity and numerical stability [12] which is critical in the context of sensor networks.
III. LDPC CODES FOR
Both figure 2, based on our prior work in [1] and figure 3 show the expected bit error rate with variation in number of decoding iterations for different channel error probabilities averaged over 1000 runs for regular and irregular code, respectively. We see a sharp decrease in expected bit error rate within few decoding rounds. In fact, the decrease is exponential in nature.
Based on the above observations, we develop an exponentially decaying statistical model for the variation of bit error rate with decoding iterations. Equation (8) expresses the relationship between the estimated bit error rate f for a given channel error probability e and the number of decoding iterations 1 for our code as f(Eind, 1) a(Edin)ed( d)l + (Eind) C- (8) where Emin < e < Emax, 0 < 1 < lmax, Eind is the corresponding index value with respect to EmTni and the coefficients a(Eirnd), /J(Eind), 7(Eind) and (/iEnd) attain the values listed in Table I and II(see Appendix) .
Therefore, significant enhancements in performance can be achieved as the number of LDPC decoding iterations are increased at the receiver provided the channel error probability is below the achievable performance bound [13] for the ensemble of codes. This result can be used to formulate an in-network processing framework to maximize the achievable reliability at the destination. The theorem asserts that (almost) all LDPC codes behave alike and so the determination of the average behavior of the ensemble suffices to characterize the individual behavior of (almost) all codes [3] . Any randomly picked code from the LDPC ensemble would have performance approaching exponentially fast in n to the mean of the ensemble. Thus, for a sufficiently large n, we can pick up any LDPC code and the results achieved would have small deviation from the ensemble mean. In subsequent sections, we use (3, 6) The computational complexity of optimally mapping the iterations to the network is high, as NTM region consists of all possible operating points obtained by choosing all possible combinations of iteration assignments within the budget constraint. The hull of the NTM region would provide the desired optimal solution. We first solve the problem for a single path line network, which can then be mapped to the entire network.
A. Dynamic Programming Approach
To find out the optimal hull of NTM region, we employ a dynamic programming approach similar to the method used in determination of the RD region for optimal quantizer design [7] . The algorithm stated is greedy in nature and it is possible that it may not find the optimum tuple [Dr F(l), E], though it does provide optimal solution under various practical scenarios ( [5] , [6] , [7] Mathematically, we have:
where, we take F(l )r (l) 1 (1 1) (12) Various factors can be considered in forming the quantization levels including the degree of resource limitation based upon the number of flows passing through the node and proximity to the base station. We assume from here on that closer the node to a base station, more the number of flows passing through it and costlier its energy resources.
The transmitting nodes progressively drop the parity bits as the data moves closer to the destination node. Thus, for the case of OPERA with proportional fairness, distortion D is given as: where fN,j (Ej, ij) is the bit error rate we achieve at node nj after lj iterations for a packet transmission at modified rate RN,j corresponding to partition N the transmitting node belongs to, for a link error probability Ej.
For a network with multiple flows to the base station, we assume base station with much more computational resources than individual sensor nodes. The rates assigned to each partition are a function of its energy resources and network link quality, such that the received packet still remains decodable with high probability at the destination node with 1 iterations, given 1 >> lj. Total Energy J We consider 100 instances of a line network for N = 5 with variation in separation between the nodes. The results achieved are averaged over all occurrences. We take end to end maximum and minimum rates Rend = 0.731 and Rendi = 0.410. For OPERA, we consider multiple rates ROPERA = 0.602,0.569. All the results are averaged over 1000 runs. Figure 6 shows the performance comparison between OPERA and end to end schemes with average end to end equivalent error probability endq = 0.0919. It is essential to note here that the both OPERA and end-to-end results here are after decoding at the destination node. We assume infinite processing power at the destination node for both the schemes. Thus, for end to end case, Etotai= ETrans., whereas, (10) gives the total energy for OPERA.
The results show that OPERA outperforms end to end channel decoding with much lesser energy required for a given performance.
B. OPERA with Multiple Flows
We consider a wireless sensor network consisting of N nodes spread over a 10mxlOm square grid according to a random distribution. We place the base station at coordinates (5, 5) and limit the transmission range of individual sensor nodes to a maximum transmission range r = 2m. Since the most widely used wireless sensor network routing algorithms (DSR, AODV, Directed Diffusion) are different forms of shortest path routing algorithms, we assume that at any given time the routes from individual nodes to the base station form a tree rooted at the base station [16] . We are thus discounting the possibility of using bifurcated routing i.e. multiple paths from source to destination. Hence, we assume that all the network nodes are sending traffic back to the base station on shortest paths already established through some routing algorithm. It is important to mention here that the OPERA results, here, and in following subsections are prior to decoding at the destination node.
The plots show that it is feasible to optimally tradeoff complexity/energy usage with distortion/reliability by varying the assignment of iterations. The two extremes of the Complexity-Distortion curve in Figure  7 represent the performance that is offered when two The results in Figure 7 show that as the number of nodes increase the amount of in-network processing required to achieve improvement in reliability reduces. We compare the efficiency of our iteration assignment algorithm with random assignment when the decision to add iteration at a given node over the path is random such as by tossing a coin. The procedure is repeated until all the iterations are assigned to an end to end path. The plots in figure 8 show the efficiency of OPERA as compared to random assignment. The gap between the two curves indicates the enhancement in throughput we get by progressive iteration assignment through OPERA than randomly. 
